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Games open
new era in
Eurovision HD
At the London Games the EBU
will bid farewell to standard
definition for all major sports events
following a considerable longterm investment in its Eurovision
satellite and fibre network, ensuring
that more than 70 EBU Members holding
rights can access all 12 HD multilateral
signals.
As part of the network upgrade,
the EBU gave these Members up
to eight MPEG 4 decoders each, to
give European public service media
and the audiences they serve optimal
transmission quality. Eurovision network
director Graham Warren said the London
2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games
marked a milestone in the live sports
transmission industry. ‘This is a turning
point for Eurovision, and the beginning
of the end of standard definition. Until
now we have always provided parallel
SD and HD signals, but this is the first
big event where we have focused all our
energy on HD alone,’ he said.
Occupying a square kilometre of
the IBC in London the EBU will run 12
simultaneous multilateral transmissions
and three unilateral feeds for up to 13
hours a day for the duration of the event.
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Calrec’s sporting summer

Calrec will have more than 30 consoles on air for UK outside broadcast events
this summer, covering a variety of international sports including tennis, boxing,
swimming and athletics.
For SIS Live, Calrec will be well represented across eight units, supporting the
following sports: at Wimbledon for tennis (in OB1 with an Alpha and an Omega);
at Greenwich for equestrian (OB2, Alpha); at Excel for Boxing (Unit 10, Sigma); and
rowing at Dorney (Unit 12, Sigma). SIS will use Sigmas in OB7 and in OB8 to cover
mountain biking at Hadden. OB7 will figure again for football at Hampden Park
with OB9 (Omega) covering football at St James’ Park. Finally, SIS will have OB3
(Sigma) for footage from the Olympic Stadium in Stratford.
For CTV an Alpha will be covering swimming and diving. Arena TV will also
be rolling out two Sigmas and an Alpha that will cover athletics and road cycling
on The Mall, triathlon and marathon swimming at Hyde Park and road cycling at
Hampton Court.
Telegenic will be covering their speciality sport of football at Wembley, and are
also tipped to broadcast 3D footage of athletics and associated ceremonies all with
audio courtesy of Calrec consoles.
NEP Visions will be parking up their Gemini Trucks which contain two Apollos
alongside HD2 containing a Sigma, NEP 1 with an Omega and HD 10 with an Omega.
Three new Artemis Lights are being used by Russian broadcasters NTV+.
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4HMs in action
Broadcast dry hire and
systems rental specialists,
Presteigne Charter has
been using 4HM’s SAM64
SDI to MADI and AES
interface recently in
broadcast feeds for Far Eastern broadcasters
WOWOW and TV Asahi and will be using
them for Foxtel and Channel 9 in London.
The 1U SAM64 can extract 16 audio
channels from each of its four SDI inputs
to provide a total of 64 audio channels in
MADI and AES3 formats. All SDI inputs
independently auto-sense between 3G, HD
and SD standards and are provided with
loop-through connectivity for downstream
equipment. The device also provides a
comprehensive range of synchronising
options and switchable sample rate
convertors. All SAM64 units come as
standard with a redundant power supply.
‘One of the key attractions of the SAM64
is that they are extremely quiet, which
helps as we need to locate the units in
the operational area,’ said Steve Kilsby for
Presteigne Charter. ‘The SRCs on the AES
outputs are also great for the Yamaha mixers
we use on our Asian projects, as they can be
sensitive to clocking issues.
‘For Australian broadcasters Channel Nine
and Foxtel we will utilise the full features
of the SAM64’s MADI output, using this
interface to supply our main studio mixer in
5.1 (in this case a Lawo MC²66) and use the
AES outputs to feed the emergency mixer,’
he said.
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YLE warms up for
remote delivery

NEWS

Studer consoles in transmission
The BBC will broadcast the London
Games from the IBC in the Olympic
Park, using seven Studer Vista and
OnAir consoles, along with a Route
6000 network core. This will enable
the BBC to take feeds from 34
participating Olympic Games venues
for domestic transmission through
its network. Following a promise to
broadcast ‘every session of every
sport every day,’ this will amount

The BBC’s Gary Clarke and Pete Bridges.

Finnish broadcaster YLE will be producing
400 hours of TV programming and more
than 300 hours of radio for audiences in
Finland, and client broadcasters in Sweden
and Denmark.
YLE’s production and transmission unit in
the IBC is the London end of a workflow that
stretches to Helsinki, where YLE’s U10 HD
OBV is being used as production unit for the
second feed. In the IBC, a Lawo mc²66 MkII
is used for YLE’s main TV production, along
with three Sapphire units for radio and audio
master control.
In TV, the main feed to YLE TV2/TV1 is in
Finnish and Swedish, transmitted in parallel
to the HD network in 5.1. The second feed,
produced in U10 in Helsinki, focuses on
Finnish interests for the YLE Fem TV channel.
Two additional radio feeds, in Finnish for
YLE Puhe and in Swedish for YLE Vega, are
produced in London.

to some 2,500 hours of TV sports coverage.
The integration of the desks was carried out by Dega Broadcast Systems. While
OBS will provide host facilities within the IBC, the design of the BBC space has been
a collaborative effort between the broadcaster and Dega, led by project coordinator
John Cleaver. The installation will include three 62-fader Vista 9s and a Vista 5 along
with two OnAir 3000 and an OnAir 1500. Incoming feeds from the host broadcaster
and the BBC’s own studios will be fed to the desks, with the Route 6000 linking all
the consoles at the core.
According to Pete Bridges, who as lead sound supervisor for the operation will
oversee all sound and communications, a Vista 9 will form the hub of each of the
broadcaster’s three HD and 5.1 production galleries. In addition, an interactive
gallery (IPCR) will manage and route 24 separate streams whose destination will
be the Internet, Red Button, and other platforms including Freesat, Sky and Virgin
Media; these will be running in stereo using two OnAir 3000s.
The Vista 9 in the main gallery will provide 16 line inputs, 72 line outputs, 52 mic
inputs (via Relink sharing) with 112 AES I-Os. Situated in its own room, the Vista 5
will be used as a backup gallery to the main sound control rooms (SCRs), and will
serve as a bypass source.
Relink I-O sharing will enable the technicians to share mic circuits between all
the control desks. ‘This is a key benefit,’ Bridges said. ‘We can have HD tie lines
between the cores of each desk on Cat5, using Studer’s High Density data stream…
with 96 bi-directional tie lines to each of the four Vista consoles, sharing the desks’
sources and outputs.’

TSL monitoring

The BBC has taken delivery of more than
40 of TSL’s PAM2 multichannel audio
monitoring units. Forty-six PAM2 units,
supplied by Dega Broadcast Systems, will
sit across numerous operator positions
in the temporary facilities including the
BBC’s VT editing suites and playout
desks, main MCR, three main TV galleries
and the commentary line-up area.
PAM2s feature loudness-compliance
monitoring and audio delay to match
video latency and can monitor 16
embedded audio tracks simultaneously
and to decode Dolby E, as well as viewing
associated metadata.
TSL professional products has
customised the firmware and software
within the PAM units specifically, which
will remove the need to install extra
equipment such as additional audio
monitoring hardware, mixers and
outboard metering.
As well as content for the BBC
the facility will also be producing, at
peak, 24 simultaneous HD channels
allowing viewers to watch every venue
from first thing in the morning to the last
thing at night.
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Microphones – where
sound meets design
The sound of a sport has to start with a microphone placed in what
can be a very hostile environment. DENNIS BAXTER says that
the successful sound of the Games starts with a sound designer
thinking about what the viewer expects to be hearing.

M

ost sporting events are hosted in venues that have two strikes against
them from the start — poor acoustics and excessive use and volume of
the Public Address systems. This not only exacerbates a bad acoustical
situation, but contributes to unsatisfactory results in broadcast sound
design, production and delivery. In some respects, sound capture in many sports
venues can best be described as ‘hostile’ because the venue’s tone is destructive to
the soundfield rather than constructive.
Much contemporary thought on microphone configuration and orientation is
founded on the fact that a good sounding venue contributes to, and is constructive
to, sound capture and the creation of a good sounding production. Classical
music and some live music recordings are good examples of how a constructive
environment contributes to the final outcome.
Unfortunately, when it comes to live sports there is no choice about where the
event will take place and most of what I described is beyond your control — in a
sense we only tame these conditions. Additionally, at large multidisciplined events
like the Summer Games in London, there are venues that are temporary which
means that even less consideration and budget is given to the acoustical properties
because the venue will be torn down after the Games.
From this point of view, the audio mixer/designer must come up with a plan to
minimise, rather than emphasise the interference presented by the environment
and find ways to cope with any acoustical interference from the room and PA. So,
how? It’s about proper microphone selection and good placement.
With everything that has changed in audio the basic electrical and physical
characteristics of microphones have not changed a great deal. Of course today’s
microphones are more durable, reliable, quieter and there are some differences in
capsule housing, electrical technology and construction materials, but at the end
of the day, microphones are still basically analogue devices, either omnidirectional
or unidirectional, and use combinations of both to achieve directionality and
multichannel sound capture. Microphones are designed to achieve various amounts
of capture accuracy and separation in the soundfield while producing sonic clarity
and detail in the capture of the desired sound.
Let’s start by analysing the components of sports sound and how we plan to
capture and reproduce those sound elements. Fundamentally, there is the audience
and venue atmosphere, sports specific sounds, commentary, music and other
recorded components that are used as playback sources plus other audio effects
52

like swishes and swooshes intended to
enhance the production.
Create or capture? — When
capturing or creating the tone of an
event, the atmosphere serves as the
foundation or base upon which the entire
mix is constructed. The atmosphere is a
combination of audience, PA and venue
acoustics. Unfortunately, the tone of
one venue varies greatly from the tone
of another venue and each event and
venue must be considered and handled
differently.
One basic principle of sound design
begins with determining the aural
perspective or point-of-view of what your
television audience expects and how it
supports the visuals. A common, and
what I consider conservative, approach
is to place the viewing audience in the
venue with their mates around them and
the natural sports sound in the front of
them in the left and right channels. This
‘man-in-the-stands’ approach uses the
surround channels strictly for atmosphere
while the natural sound of the sport and
the commentators anchor the viewer’s
attention to the picture. This is a common philosophy with field sports such as
rugby, football, field hockey and court sport such as basketball and volleyball and
is something that I would consider as enhanced stereo.
The sonic foundation of a sporting event is the atmosphere and there are
distinctly different philosophies about how to best capture the atmosphere of an
event. It is generally agreed that the use of arrays of microphones is the basis upon
which a solid atmosphere foundation should be constructed. Microphone arrays
vary greatly but generally they fall into two categories: fixed microphone arrays
and variable microphone arrays.
Fixed microphone arrays are usually a package of closely spaced correlated
capsules either in a rigid fixed enclosure or on a tree type spaced-arm placed on
stands. Classic arrays such as the Decca Tree, IRT Cross, and the Fukuda Tree are
configurations of closely correlated combinations of microphone capsules and are
used extensively for recording classical music and sound effects. (See photos)
Additionally, there are a few variations of what some manufacturers call
surround sound microphones, however, the distinct similarity with these
microphones is that there is a fixed housing for the capsules. The SoundField,
DPA’s sound-saddle, and other fixed capsule configurations seem to replicate the
way a human hears sound. These microphones have been used in sports with
what I consider to be variable results.
The DPA 5100 surround microphone is a fixed housing and is a clever design
that uses acoustic channelling and tuning to achieve better separation between
capsules. A surround array that’s been around for decades is the SoundField
microphone. This is a closely spaced configuration but it offers the significant
advantage for electronic manipulation plus surround and stereo outputs.
Technically everything is correct on paper with these types of microphone
configurations, however, I strongly argue that these types of assemblies work well
for music and for recording sound effects because you generally have control of the
environment.
Fixed arrays are great when the environment and the room acoustics can be
integral to the capture process and contribute to the capture of the performance.
Indeed, the tone of certain venues is often as famous and sought after as any other
aspect of a recording or production. This method captures the performance and a
good environment and is a very holistic approach to recording that has been the
foundation for much recording theory and opinion over many decades.
With sports, fixed arrays of microphone capsules do a nice job of capturing a slice
of the soundscape but often cannot capture the tone of a large venue. Additionally,
fixed arrays must be carefully positioned not to exaggerate any acoustic
abnormalities with indoor venues or to capture excessive PA levels and usage.
Finally, in my opinion, closely correlated microphone capsules tend to capture
less breadth and space and may deliver less directional and spatial cues in large
venues. Technically the sound may be correct but it’s never inspirational to me.
Fixed v variable microphone arrays — The philosophy behind variable
or tuneable microphone arrays is simple. In a sports venue there is usually no
perfect position for a fixed cluster of microphones, second it’s very difficult to move
an array during competition, and finally, live broadcasting is unforgiving of trial …
and particularly of error.
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Variable arrays are built upon the principle of using separate microphones (not a
package) positioned around a venue. (see photos) I typically use multiple pairs of
large-diaphragm Audio Technica AT4050 condenser microphones positioned in a
venue where they can collect more on-axis sound than reflected venue sound and
can be tuned to capture the best sound possible in a specific sports venue.
The spacing is dependent on the sports venue and the unusual practicalities and
limitations of mounting the microphone in a venue. When trying to capture the tone
of a venue and event, wide spacing between the microphone capsules can capture
the sense of spaciousness and dimension
of the venue.
I have delivered surround atmosphere
with five discrete microphones on opposite
sides of a venue that conveyed no real
correlation however it sounded pretty
good (I can feel the purists cringe.) Sports
atmosphere is often broad frequency and
very similar in sonic content. A surge in
crowd on one side of the venue sounds
like a surge in crowd on the other side
of the venue and not surprisingly, it does
exhibit a certain amount of correlation on
a scope. With large venues and sporting
events it’s debatable how much correlation
is needed between microphone capsules
to create a good sounding atmosphere
Boundary mic for archery
base. However, I do recommend some
correlation between pairs to give some spatial cues.
Variable microphone arrays are a good choice for
sports because the sound designer/mixer can decide
on their location and spacing. The downside is that
widely spaced arrays are labour intensive to setup.
One possible problem with an overly correlated
sound is that it may present complications with
mono compatibility in a downmix.
One last thought about the atmosphere
and audience. The audience should appear
in the front and rear channels, but do
not depend on the spill of the audience
into the effects microphones to suffice for
the audience on the front channels. It is
strongly recommended to use separate
microphones to capture a different
perspective of the audience for the front
Dual Capsule - Vaults
and for the surround channels.
Often sporting events that are spread
out over a large field of play, such as
alpine skiing or cross country equestrian,
will require multiple atmosphere zones.
With alpine skiing there are distinctly
different atmosphere bases at the start, in
the middle of the course and certainly at
the finish line where the crowd is often
particularly vociferous.
Full immersion — Now lets get
up-close and personal. The sports specific
sound delivers the essence of the event
and game or sport to the point where
you should be able to close your eyes
and know exactly which sport or event
you are hearing. The aural image of the
sports sound establishes the perception
and perspective of the event but it is the
vision of the sound designer to determine
a sound image of the audio — close, wide,
open whatever the design(er) calls for.
Diving dual capsule underboard
Surround sound design for sports and
the use of the additional audio channels varies significantly with the sport and
venue. An aggressive approach uses the surround speakers to place the viewer
in the middle of the action. Fully immersing the listener in the soundfield is
the ultimate tool for creating a stimulating viewing experience. For example,
motorsports ‘in-the-car’ sound is a startling illustration of how exciting it is to place
the viewer right in the driver’s seat.
Tennis is an unusual yet interesting candidate for advanced surround perspective
mixing. Tennis, as well as many other net sports, use a camera for coverage from
July/August 2012

over-the-shoulder of one player, creating what is effectively a ‘near court/far court’
orientation. The tennis court has effect microphones assigned to the front and
surround channels and the sport effects appear appropriately in the front and rear
channels matching the near and far camera perspective. Clearly surround is a far
superior audio presentation for net sports than stereo.
At the 2010 Winter Olympics in Vancouver an exciting sound effect was
created at the bobsleigh event, and more specifically for the camera in the middle
of the course. As the sled approached the camera the sound appeared in the front
channels and moved through to the rear
Wrestling spaced pair
channels enhancing the motion of the
sleigh and the sensation of speed as it flew
past the camera.
A final thought on surround sound
design. We are all familiar with the
concept of the ‘phantom centre’ —
where two speakers produce a sound
that appears to come from the centre of
a stereo image where no speaker
Pole vault effects mic
exists. So what about creating a
‘phantom middle’? In Beijing I placed
a spaced pair of microphones in
each of the baseball dugouts. For
the third base dugout I assigned one
of the microphones discretely to the
left and one microphone discretely
to the left surround channels. This
created a stereo image of the dugout
between the left speaker and left
surround speaker — a phantom
middle. Similarly the first base dugout
was miked and assigned to the right
Lapel mic by
channel and right surround channel.
high bars
Not only do I believe off-camera chatter
from the coaches and players add a new
dimension to the game, but this ‘side fill’
significantly contributes to an interesting
and immersive sound experience.
With the advent of video games, the
expectations of younger viewers are
very high and the visceral experience
of surround sound can significantly
contribute to the viewing experience.
LFE (Low Frequency effect)
— Careful consideration must be
exercised when designing and using
the Low Frequency Effect (LFE)
channel in sports audio production.
Remember the LFE is not used for
bass management because the other
surround channels are capable of full
frequency reproduction.
For the sound designer a clear
idea
for the use of the LFE channel
Hockey
can present creative options for the
sound mixer to deliver something special to the
home theatre viewers who can properly reproduce
the LFE. However misuse and misunderstanding
of the LFE can lead to programmes that have too
much low end or bass effects that are completely
lost in reproduction. Additionally, I have a problem
Boundary mic on
with some of the fixed array surround sound
gymnastic mat
microphones that artificially derive an LFE channel.
Why would you do that when by definition the LFE is for effect and not to add low
frequency information?
Microphones and sound design — Sound design for sport is not just
about putting out additional microphones and expecting a better show. It is not
about what looks good on paper or traditional theory in microphone placement
or orientation or even microphone design. Sound design begins with a thorough
look at the desired results and how microphones can facilitate this. The first
fundamental step is to think of the listening experience you want to deliver and
design accordingly.
At the end of the day, a microphone is just a microphone. But creativity in
venue-specific microphone placement and innovation in the soundfield mix are
where sound truly does meet design. n
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functions between the two analogue channels. The
concept of adding capacity through layers and distributed
scalable resources was obvious and when advances in
DSP and digital control of audio signal functions came
from manufacturers the acceptance in the audio world and
The digital sourcing and distribution of signals is at the core of what the future of
the possibilities and reality of high capacity mixing desks
remote broadcasting will look like, according to DENNIS BAXTER
developed quickly. The commitment to digital as well
as the dedication of manufacturers like Calrec, DiGiCo,
Stagetec and Lawo have provided broadcasters with
capacity, flexibility and quality –- without compromise
— which was essential to the adoption of digital and
multichannel audio as a standard.
Better analogue to digital conversion and a digital
signal path gave broadcasters the ability to move higher
quality audio signals with greater channel count over
longer distances between sources and destinations.
The digital audio signal path over copper, fibre, plus
audio embedded in the video signal, along with wireless
transmission have provided the means to transport the
audio signals without interference and degradation from
electromagnetic sources, which was and is a significant
problem when transporting analogue audio.
Digitising the audio and video at the source,
maintaining digital signals between the remote
broadcast, master control operations, and finally, getting
the digital signal to the viewer has made the superior
quality, high definition pictures with multichannel sound
that is expected in 2012.
he audiophile might argue
The final piece of the equation was how to reduce the size of the
the sonic qualities of
audio and video data stream. Clearly compression algorithms have
analogue over digital, but
significantly improved as engineers and mathematicians have found
I truly believe the greatest
bit rate reduction schemes that not only look good on paper, but also
improvement to the sound of televised
actually sound decent.
sports has come with digital audio.
Portability is both saviour and nightmare when it comes to remote
Since I have confidence in the fact
audio production for sports and entertainment. Mixing and making
that the sonic differences are virtually
critical decisions in OB Vans and makeshift audio control rooms is
non-existent, I point to the utilitarian
difficult at best when poor room acoustics and excessive noise levels
benefits of a digital audio path and
interfere and mask critical and detailed listening and affect mixing
how the sports audio community
decisions. Speakers are essential to the equation and once again the
has progressed aesthetically and
integration of digital technology has been crucial. As I have outlined,
technically.
a digital signal path is essential and speaker technology
Once you digitise audio, it simplifies the moving, processing,
has clearly benefited from embracing and implementing
splitting and sharing of the audio signal … period. Once you have
digital technology. Genelec has significantly advanced
a good analogue to digital conversion, and a properly compressed
speaker technology for outside broadcasting with digital
(bit reduced) data stream, the audio can be used in a variety
inputs (A-D conversion at the speaker), speakers that
of workflows including mixing, networking and recording. It is
digitally calibrate in poor acoustical environments and
mind-boggling to consider using shielded pairs of copper wires,
compensate for acoustic anomalies that come with
much less unshielded telephone wire ‘dry pair’, with microphone
improper placement and alignment. As I have often said
preamps and line drivers for carrying audio signals over hundreds
— give the poor audio mixer half a chance; it is supposed
if not thousands of metres. Although actually, it was not that long
to be about listening.
ago that the BBC covered golf at St Andrews and the Olympics
This brings us to the summer of 2012 where the audio
presented the audio from Cross Country Equestrian and
for the Olympic Games in London will be the most aggressive
Cross Country Skiing by transporting the audio and video
implementation of digital infrastructure for any major broadcast
signals great distances over copper cable.
event in history.
It has been a sonic journey implementing digital audio,
While the internal signal routing of the host broadcaster has
so let’s look at where it all started. Digital audio began
been fully digital since the Beijing Olympics in 2008, this year’s
as digitally controlled analogue audio –- we had to start
digital infrastructure has been extended. The discrete 5.1 surround
somewhere. This was a period in time when digital audio
audio will be transported through an extensive network of
didn’t sound very good but engineers and a few audio
embedded audio in the video stream plus MADI systems between
folks knew this was the future and began the quest for
the host broadcaster, Olympics Broadcast Services (OBS), its OB
sonic purification following this path.
vans, local control and mix rooms, venue technical operations
Digital audio and video got a bad rep in these early
and final distribution to global broadcast clients including NBC,
days because of digitising artefacts, poor compression
BBC and CBC.
schemes, and frankly, mediocre quality. Without digital
This year the audio for the summer Games will be digital from
mixing consoles, the multichannel sound world would not be possible. Going from
the field of play to the home viewer. Manolo Romero CEO and managing director
mono to stereo to surround has more than quadrupled the density of the audio
of OBS, Sotiris Salamouris, OBS director of engineering and Isidora Moreno, director
sound signal required to produce an adequate and proper soundfield.
of engineering for the International Broadcast Centre (IBC), made the decision to
Additionally, the very nature of sports dictates that the portability of equipment
implement a complete digital signal flow from the field of play, through the OB van,
is essential. Analogue mixing desks can only accommodate extra signals by linear
to the IBC, to the rights holders, as the standard.
scaling, this is not practical for outside broadcast audio production because as
Nuno Duarte, OBS’ audio manager made the case for using the MADI format and
analogue equipment expanded in capacity the consoles grew wider, heavier and
he has been the driving force in implementing the extensive use of the MADI audio
basically unmanageable.
transport for this year's Games, particularly with the distribution of the audio to the
Some clever engineers figured out a way to double the audio path by layering
broadcast rights holders. The broadcast rights holders — including the BBC and Bob
two analogue audio signals into a single channel strip and sharing the processing
Dixon, director of Sound Design for NBC's Olympics coverage — will receive the

Changing infrastructure
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digital audio stream directly from the OBS audio control room in the MADI.
The Olympics has always been considered the proving ground for technical
and production advancements because of its high profile, rigid standards and no
concession mentality. Digital integration has been an evolutionary process as the
OB suppliers have come to understand the fact that multichannel sound is the
standard for broadcasting.
Let’s talk some facts. Digital infrastructure provides efficiencies and economies
of scale. The 2012 event will require the use of eight audio control rooms, down
from the 17 control rooms
that were constructed for
the Beijing games. This was
a result of the full migration
from analogue to digital
in London. In Beijing,
we built control rooms to
supplement OB facilities
that were still in transition
to digital, and I assure you
I had more than a handful
of OB vans that claimed to
be HD because they had
digital cameras but were
actually a patchwork of
analogue and digital audio.
I stand firm in the belief that
the audio standard for HDTV is
multichannel sound. Multichannel
sound is even more critical as we
move forward with 3D and Super
High Definition.
Clearly the future lies in
integrating, networking and
routing the signals between
venues, control rooms, mixing
consoles, digital devices and the
world. I can clearly see a day
when using OB television vans to
move equipment around to cover
events is not economically feasible
or practical. Production space and
transporting electronic equipment
is expensive while moving audio
and video signals and data is getting cheaper and cheaper.
Digital infrastructure gives us instantaneous change over and setup between
events and productions. This facilitates efficiencies in sharing production facilities
when you can sit down and quickly recall specific settings and routings enabling
you to be on the air in a matter of minutes.
Digital has resolved technical problems with latency and timing and undoubtedly
digital has ushered in the new operation paradigm that will have a far greater
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impact than what we currently understand.
I will give you what I believe to be a glimpse of the future. In my hometown
of Atlanta Georgia, we have three sports venues and two entertainment venues
within a few kilometres of the world broadcast centres of CNN. CNN has many
control rooms, recording capabilities, fibre infrastructure and lots of available
capacity. Why do we need to move equipment in and out of a venue to accomplish
a broadcast production? Consider a workflow when the local audio crew and camera
operator go to the stadium and plugin their equipment, commentators go
to their off-tube announce locations
and green screen positions and the
production and technical crew report
to a centralised control room and a
credible, entertaining production is
accomplished.
At the Games, I have seen
increasingly more production activities
move away from localised productions
in the host country of the Games and
events to production, integration and
finalising of the audio and video back
in fixed facilities in the home country.
YLE, the Finnish broadcaster, had a very
small footprint in the broadcast centre
OB Access Panel - Still lots of copper
at the winter Games in Vancouver. This
‘switching and routing’
Nuno Duarte and
centre in Vancouver fed
Genelec’s Lars-Olof Janflod
the Finnish Broadcast
Networks Operation Centre
in Helsinki the audio and
video of the sporting events
where everything was then
recorded and produced. In
Helsinki, commentators
commented,
graphics
technicians inserted titles
and stats, audio and
vision mixers finalised the
production and coverage of
the 2010 Winter Olympics
was sent out to their
viewers. It works.
Local production is costly and the incremental gains of having large numbers
of technicians are arguably marginal. I understand that YLE reduced its local
engineering and production staff by upwards of 70%. This summer, I saw the
Canadian broadcasters execute the same workflow.
A song by the Georgia band REM comes to mind: ‘It’s the end of the world as
we know it.’ Clearly, life and work in the live broadcast world has changed as we
know it. Embrace it. n
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Broadcasting rights
and the Games
The world’s biggest broadcast event has massive implications for
the world’s broadcasters. NIGEL JOPSON looks at the processes
and attitudes behind the deals and how delivery methods are
changing things.

O

n the 27 July an audience of more than 4 billion will tune in to watch 46
world championships contested by 205 nations over the course of the 27
days of the London 2012 Summer Olympics. Host nations always face
controversies — in London we’ve debated traffic, security, the legacy of
the largest urban park created in Europe for 150 years, the 115m high ArcelorMittal
sculpture and so on — but nobody questions the fact that a Games will be staged.
To everyone under 35 years old it goes without saying that, every four years, the
Games becomes a massive media event. And yet, until the 1984 Los Angeles
games proved a turning point in resource management, sponsorship and broadcast
rights marketing, there was a real chance the Olympics might cease to exist.
The games took place in LA because no other city would stage them: Tehran
(How quickly we forget. Ed), the only other city to have declared an interest,
dropped out because of political instability. The 1976 Montreal games had been
a financial disaster, with the Quebec provincial government having to step in to
complete building work, the estimated cost of $310m had mushroomed to over
$1bn, leaving the state saddled with debt. In response to a 1980 Moscow boycott
by the US, 14 Eastern European countries in turn boycotted the 84 Games. It
seemed no city wanted to risk staging the politically charged event, which was
becoming increasingly expensive for smaller nations to attend. Because 83% of the
LA population had voted against providing any public money, the 1984 Games
were staged by a private commercial group for the first time. The group, led by Peter
Ueberroth, cunningly reused existing facilities and persuaded commercial sponsors
to fund construction of two new venues, the Velodrome by 7-Eleven and Swim
Stadium by McDonalds.
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From 1980 to 2000, IOC (International Olympic Committee)
President Juan Antonio Samaranch pursued a campaign to minimise
political interference, to create a team that would build value for
the Olympic brand, and to secure funding. This process eventually
made sponsorship and broadcast rights marketing far easier and
more lucrative, as the IOC negotiated with individual NOC (National
Olympic Committees) to take central control of marketing efforts.
This involved compensating individual NOCs that had put in place
marketing programmes, and offering financial guarantees to buy out
rights from those who had sponsorship packages in place. Many of
the better-funded NOCs needed a deal of persuasion to accept the
funding gap being closed between themselves and poorer nations, as
the international management set up its global marketing programme
to finance future Games.
For London 2012, £9.3bn has been spent transforming a neglected
part of East London into the Olympic Park and to ensure security for
the Games: 67% of the funds came from central government, 23%
from the National Lottery and 10% from London local authorities. At
least £1.6bn of private sector money has been invested in the region
around the Olympic Park. The London Organising Committee has
a separate £2bn budget, most of it raised from private sources, and
an additional $675m from the IOC for staging the event. The IOC has 11 global
sponsors who have paid $957m for worldwide rights to market their products using
the Olympic Games logo. The IOC distributes more than 90% of its income to host
nations, national delegations and international sports federations.
The IOC manages the sale of media rights to the Games, the TOP partner
programme and the official supplier and licensing programmes. Broadcast rights
generate 47% of this revenue, sponsorship 45% and ticketing and licensing 5% and
3% respectively. In 2001 the IOC established Olympic Broadcasting Services (OBS)
to serve as the permanent host broadcaster for the Games, to avoid continually
rebuilding a broadcast operation for each games. For the 2002 Winter Olympic
Games in Salt Lake City, rather than establishing the host broadcaster as part of
the organising committee, the IOC launched a tender process to find a company
or consortium to serve as host. The OBS started operation with the 2008 Olympic
Games in Beijing. An agreement was signed by OBS and the Organising Committee
for the Beijing 2008 Games to establish Beijing Olympic Broadcasting Ltd (BOB) as
the Host Broadcaster for the 2008 Games. BOB would be responsible for the day-today operations in Beijing while under the management of OBS. For the Vancouver
and London operations, OBS manages the project from Madrid while creating an
on-site branch of the organisation responsible for the day-to-day functions of the
Host Broadcast.
OBS contracts production teams with recognised expertise in their field to provide
host coverage of key sports. The BBC has been asked to provide all the coverage
for sports such as tennis, rowing and football. Cuba’s ICRT takes care of volleyball
coverage while Japan’s Fuji TV looks after judo. Within the UK, the OBS feed will
then be taken by the rights holding broadcaster, the BBC, which will customise it
specifically for British audiences. Dave Gordon, the head of major events for BBC
Sports, says: ‘There is a huge amount of customisation for the audience. We provide
the commentary, the presentation, the interviews, the features, the context, the
explanations, the graphics, the guides.’ The BBC has a team of 750 — larger than
the 550 Team GB athletes representing the UK. Meanwhile, US broadcaster NBC
will have 400 staff working on the London Games.
NBC has carried the Olympics in the US since 2000, but when NBC Universal
was purchased by Comcast in 2011, there were doubts the new owner would have
the same emotional attachment to an event centred around network prestige. But
Comcast came up with a knockout bid of $4.38bn for the US broadcast rights to
four Olympics from 2014 to 2020, trumping a $3.4bn offer from Fox. Craig Moffett,
an analyst at Sanford C. Bernstein, said Comcast’s winning bid was out of character
for a company that has been relatively cautious: ‘I think it’s fair to say that at this
price, the Olympics are going to be a loss leader for Comcast and they will have a
negative effect on short-term earnings. Still, strategically, it’s possible they can pay
for themselves.’ Brian Roberts, chairman and CEO of Comcast, said that spreading
costs over four Olympics was critical to the bid, which was divided in two: $2bn
for the 2014 and 2016 Games, and $2.38bn for the next two, whose locations
have not yet been selected. By combining NBC’s broadcast and cable networks
with Comcast’s sports assets, including the Versus sports channel, the Golf Channel
and 11 regional sports networks, Roberts said he believed his Olympic investment
could turn a profit.
Broadcasting rights are at the heart of pivotal issues for the IOC, and for the
future of Olympic hosting. The issues relate to a delicate unravelling of a situation
which, by the 1996 Atlanta Summer Games, seemed increasingly untenable. NBC
paid $456m for the Atlanta broadcast rights, with an estimated $150m extra spent
on production costs, while all of the Western European nations together paid just
$250m via the EBU. The flip side of the argument was that the US is the only
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significant Olympic nation where the
government contributes absolutely no
money to its elite sport. This leaves a
revenue gap to be plugged by the IOC
and, by implication, other national
sporting federations. In May 2012,
US Olympic representatives and IOC
officials finally sealed an agreement to
settle this long running financial row,
which has effectively ruled out recent
US bids to host the games.
Ending the protracted stand-off
clears the way for future American
bids. International resentment over
the US share of TV and sponsorship
revenue played a significant role in
New York’s defeat in the bidding
for the 2012 games, and Chicago’s
humbling elimination in the first round of bidding for
the 2016 Olympics. The USOC subsequently stated
it would not bid on another Games until the issue
was resolved. Under an open-ended contract dating
back to 1996, the US had received a 20% slice of
global sponsorship revenue and a 12.75% share
of US broadcast rights. Under the new agreement,
after 2020 the ISOC will receive a smaller percentage
once some minimums are reached. The USOC is
rumoured to have agreed its TV rights share will
be reduced to 7% on any increases in broadcast
deals and its marketing share cut in half to 10%
on increases in sponsorship revenue. ‘We want
to submit a bid that is viable and that adds value to the
worldwide Olympic Movement. We believe a 2024 or 2026
bid will give us the best chance of achieving those ends,’ said
USOC CEO Scott Blackmunn. Dallas is among those interested
in the 2024 Summer Olympics, with New York, Chicago and
Los Angeles also potential candidates.
In the UK, the BBC — which struck a £64m rights deal for
London 2012 — is bargaining with the IOC for the 2014 Sochi
Winter Olympics and the 2016 Rio Olympics. In previous
years the IOC negotiated with the European Broadcast Union for the whole of
Europe, and the EBU then sold on the rights to the BBC. The EBU paid £480m
for the overall rights for 2010 and 2012 Olympic Games. The IOC recognised that
multichannel has changed the landscape for the future of broadcast rights, and has
decided to market European rights individually. The UK is the only nation where a
deal has not yet been struck.
UK Premier League football rights were recently sold to Sky and BT for a record
£3.18bn three-year price, due to surprise entrants BT paying £738m for games
that cannot be sold to Sky. Olympic officials believe a similar tie-in between a pay
TV network and a free-to-air station may circumvent the UK government’s current
requirement that Olympic coverage — as one of the sporting crown jewels of ‘listed
event legislation’ — must be shown entirely on free to air. ‘It is open to everyone
— to public companies, private companies, free-to-air, satellite, mobile, even the
possibility to sell them to an agent company that buys the rights and sells them
on,’ said IOC president Jacques Rogge. ‘We sold the rights to Sky Italy but for the
Summer Games it has an obligation to run 200 hours free-to-air and for the Winter
Games 100 hours. They did not have the free-to-air capacity but they teamed up
with RAI, who will take care of the 200 hours … In many countries in Europe there
is a complementarity between pay television and public television.’
The IOC has realised greater returns by selling a package of rights for 40
European countries to the sports agency SportFive for £225m, keeping the six most
lucrative markets — Spain, France, Germany, Italy, Turkey and the UK — for direct
negotiation. 2014-16 deals delivered £80m for France, £120m for Germany, £66m
for Spain and £141m for Italy. If the IOC secures more than £46m ($71m) from
the UK auction, it will have raised more than $1bn in total from European sales.
‘It is true that the UK is the only European country still remaining, but we are very
relaxed,’ said European rights negotiator Thomas Bach, ‘We are not in any hurry.’
Under its charter, the BBC has to offer ‘fair and reasonable’ rights fees, representing
the free-to-air value of sporting events. The BBC has recently imposed a budget
cut of 20% on its overall costs, meaning that the sports rights budget (currently
standing at £300m a year) may be compromised.
Future hurdles for the IOC planners will be very different from those it has
tackled in the recent past. During the last 15 years, many of the challenges have
been internal to the organisation itself: to root out any suggestions of corruption,
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and to repair damaging inequalities between National
Olympic Committees. Going forward, the main challenges
are likely to be external, with one of the major concerns
being the impact of the economic downturn, which has
raised questions over the value of broadcast rights in
coming years. The competitive US TV market has so far
allowed value to be maintained. Broadcast revenue for the
London Games and the Winter Olympics in Vancouver
has risen to $3.9bn (£2.52bn) — a record for a four-year
Olympic cycle. Nevertheless, NBC lost $233m covering
the 2010 Vancouver Winter Games — the broadcaster’s
first substantial loss covering an Olympics. Speaking
to reporters a month before the opening ceremony in
London, NBC Sports Group chairman Mark Lazarus was
asked about profitability: ‘The jury is still out. We don’t
know exactly where we will end up. We are still writing
business, our ad sales business is very strong.’
In Canada, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
and Bell Media recently announced they would not
put forward a joint bid for the 2014 and 2016 Olympic
games. The IOC had already rejected separate bids from
the networks, the partnership subsequently submitted
two bids that were also rejected by the IOC, including
a first pitch of $70m and a second one believed to
be slightly higher. That was less than half of what
the Canadian networks bid for the rights to the 2010
Vancouver and 2012 London Games. While this may
not be entirely representative of the global situation (the
all-important Canadian NHL has yet to renegotiate its
collective player agreement), it’s an interesting situation
nonetheless. The rejection of the broadcasters’ offers
precipitated rumours of a bid from Yahoo, which has
a particular interest in Canada, where its audience and
advertising revenues are increasing faster than in the
US. ‘I can see them being interested in a property like
that, but I really can’t seem them spending that kind of
money,’ said James Lee of Credit Agricole Securities.
The Yahoo rumours are indicative of a changing
landscape, and a possible indication of where future
rights-value may be found. For the first time this year,
NBC has altered its long-time approach
of prime time delayed coverage, planning
to make every single event available
online as it happens. US executives are
convinced the additional coverage will
build interest in the Olympics, and not
cannibalise viewers from the traditional
evening broadcasts. NBC will use the
‘world feed’ for online, and some sports
will use announcers from the OBS. The
3,500 hours of internet streams will only
be available to subscribers of cable or
satellite services, who will need to log in to view content.
There will be extra feeds for certain sports — fans can watch each gymnastic
apparatus and up to five courts for tennis. On mobile devices, the US network has
plans for two different Apps on phones and tablets, with one for live video streams
and another with highlight clips. NBC is counting on a social network-driven buzz
from viewers who watch live to attract more viewers to prime-time broadcasts.
During the 2010 Winter Games in Vancouver, more than 100 websites drew an
estimated audience of 1.3bn. Olympics content attracted 74m unique visitors, who
looked at 1.2bn web pages and 272m videos, watching over 38m hours of video
in total. Since these statistics were gathered, smartphone penetration in the US has
risen from around 10% in 2008 to 50% now. A new eMarketer report projects at
least a quarter of the expected audience of 4bn for the London Olympics will be on
PCs and mobile devices.
Negotiating profitable broadcast rights for the Olympics is a bit like steering a
super-tanker: a lot of space is needed to turn the thing around and there’s a lot
riding on a successful manoeuvre. Both the IOC and major networks have to assess
financial conditions and sign contracts up to a dozen years in advance — a much
farther horizon than most businesses are focusing on. When NBC bid $2.38bn
for 2020 and 2024, what devices did they think we’d be watching on? Making
the correct commercial decisions depends on predicting what the future holds for
technology and media, how many eyeballs will be watching and how much they
are worth to advertisers. n
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